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Asset prices and omitted return moments 

 
A stochastic dominance analysis of market efficiency 

 
 
We analyze if the value-weighted stock market portfolio is second-order stochastic 
dominance (SSD) efficient relative to benchmark portfolios formed on market 
capitalization, book-to-market equity ratio and industry classification. During the period 
from the mid-1970s to the late 1980s, the market portfolio is significantly mean-variance 
inefficient. During this period, the market portfolio generally also is significantly SSD 
inefficient. This suggests that mean-variance inefficiency cannot be explained by omitted 
return moments like higher-order central moments or lower partial moments.  
 

THE TRADITIONAL MEAN-VARIANCE CAPITAL ASSET PRICING MODEL (CAPM) by 
Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965) predicts that the value-weighted market portfolio of 
risky assets is mean-variance efficient, or, equivalently, that there exists an exact 
positive linear relationship between assets’ mean return and market co-variance. 
Several empirical regularities seem to contradict this prediction (see, e.g., Schwert 
(2002) for a recent survey of asset pricing anomalies). For example, common market 
proxies seem significantly mean-variance inefficient relative to portfolios formed on 
market capitalization (size) and book-to-market equity ratio (BE/ME). Related to this, 
market co-variance seems to explain only a small portion of the cross-sectional 
variation in mean return, while size and BE/ME appear to have substantial 
explanatory power (see, e.g., Fama and French (1992)). Roughly speaking, value 
stocks and small caps seem to earn above-normal returns, and we can ‘beat the 
market’ by assigning these stocks a higher portfolio weight than their relative market 
capitalization. 

The mean-variance CAPM is a relatively simple single period, portfolio-
oriented, representative investor model, and it can be extended in many ways. One 
approach is to change the maintained assumptions on investor preferences. If we do 
not restrict the shape of the return distribution, then the mean-variance model is 
consistent with expected utility theory only if utility takes a quadratic form.1 
Extensions can be obtained by using alternative classes of utility. For example, the 
three-moment CAPM, used by, e.g., Kraus and Litzenberger (1976) and Harvey and 
Siddique (2000), assumes a cubic utility function (or a third-order Taylor series 
approximation to the true utility function), which implies that investors care about the 
first three central moments of the return distribution (mean, variance and skewness). 
While altering the shape of the utility function, these extended models still assume a 
representative investor who holds the market portfolio.2 The most common approach 
to test these models is by testing the first-order optimality condition (or Euler 
equation) for the market portfolio. This condition implies an exact linear relationship 
between assets’ co-moments with the market portfolio. For example, the three-
moment CAPM predicts an exact linear relationship between mean, co-variance and 
co-skewness. 

A difficulty in changing the preference assumptions is the need to give a 
parametric specification of the functional form of the utility function. Economic 
theory gives only minimal guidance for this purpose, and there is a substantial risk of 
specification error. For example, the three-moment CAPM ignores the central 
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moments of order higher than three (e.g., kurtosis), as well as the lower partial 
moments (e.g., semi-variance), which generally cannot be expressed in terms of the 
first three central moments.3 Another problem associated with low order polynomials 
is the difficulty to impose the conditions that do have economic meaning. For 
example, we cannot impose the condition of nonsatiation by restricting a quadratic 
function to be monotone increasing, and we cannot impose the condition of risk 
aversion by restricting a cubic function to be concave (see, e.g., Levy (1969)).  

To circumvent these problems, we may use rules of stochastic dominance (SD; 
see, e.g., Levy (1992)). SD rules do not require a parametric specification of the 
preferences of the decision-makers and the statistical distribution of the choice 
alternatives. Rather, they impose only general and economically meaningful 
preference conditions and they effectively consider the entire return distribution rather 
than a finite set of moments. For example, the popular criterion of second-order SD 
(SSD) assumes only non-satiation and risk aversion. Hence, the market portfolio must 
be SSD efficient for all asset-pricing models that use a nonsatiable and risk-averse 
representative investor, regardless of the specific functional form of the utility 
function and the specific shape of the return distribution. SSD inefficiency would 
imply that all such models would fail to rationalize the market portfolio, and that the 
omission of higher order central moments and partial lower partial moments cannot 
explain inefficiency. 

Post (2003) develops a tractable linear programming test for SSD efficiency of 
a given portfolio relative to all portfolios formed from a set of assets. To illustrate his 
test, he tests if the value-weighted US stock market portfolio is SSD efficient relative 
to benchmark portfolios formed on size and BE/ME. Interestingly, his results suggest 
that the market portfolio is significantly SSD inefficient. Again, a SSD inefficiency 
classification is highly interesting, because it effectively rules out explanations based 
on omitted return moments. Still, Post’s analysis is used for the purpose of illustration 
only and a sound empirical study requires more rigor. The purpose of this study is to 
provide a more rigorous study of SSD efficiency of the market portfolio: 
 
1. Post uses a 460-month or 39-year sample period (July 1963 to October 2001) and 

he assumes that the distribution of excess returns remains unchanged for the 
entire period. However, there exists strong evidence that the return distribut ion 
(e.g., the market risk premium) varies through time (see, e.g., Campbell (1987) 
and Jagannathan and Wang (1996)). Ideally, we would circumvent this problem 
by developing a conditional test for SSD efficiency that links the ex ante return 
distribution to the investors’ (time-varying) information set. Unfortunately, the 
search for a satisfactory specification of the return dynamics is still far from 
accomplished. In fact, Ghysels (1998) finds that ill-specified conditional asset 
pricing models in many cases yield greater pricing errors than unconditional 
models. For this reason, we take another approach to account for time-variation. 
Specifically, we use a rolling window analysis that applies the SSD efficiency 
test to short subsamples of 60, 90 and 120 months. This approach is far less 
sensitive to time-variation, since it assumes that the distribution of excess returns 
is fixed in the subsamples rather than in the full sample.  

 
2. The finding that the market portfolio is mean-variance inefficient relative to size 

and BE/ME sorted portfolios is sometimes criticized as being the result of data-
snooping bias. Specifically, the benchmark portfolios are formed on firm 
characteristics (size and BE/ME) that are a priori known to be correlated with 
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expected returns (see, e.g., Lo and MacKinlay (1990)). After all, the size and 
BE/ME effects were well known prior to the influential Fama and French studies 
(see, e.g., Banz (1981) and Rosenberg et al. (1985)). To circumvent this problem, 
we also test if the market portfolio is SSD efficient relative to benchmark 
portfolios formed on industry classification. Industry portfolios are not sorted by 
a variable that is known to be correlated with expected returns, and hence they 
are less susceptible to data-snooping bias. 

 
3. A practical complication associated with the SSD test is its high sensitivity to 

sampling error. Post derived the asymptotic sampling distribution of his SSD test 
statistic under particular statistical assumptions. Unfortunately, a test procedure 
that uses this distribution involves reasonable power (the probability of correctly 
rejecting efficiency for an inefficient portfolio) only for large data sets. 
Presumably, this reflects the use of the least favorable distribution, which 
minimizes the statistical size (the probability of wrongly rejecting efficiency for 
an efficient portfolio) at the cost of power. For our purpose, the asymptotic 
sampling distribution will not be useful, because we focus on small samples of 
only 60 to 120 monthly observations. Rather, we will use a test procedure that 
uses the bootstrap methodology (see, e.g., Efron (1979) and Efron and Gong 
(1983)). A simulation experiment demonstrates that this procedure involves 
substantially more power than the asymptotic sampling distribution. In fact, the 
size and power are reasonable even for samples of only 60 observations. 

 
We analyze if erroneous preference and distribution assumptions, or, equivalently, 
omitted return moments, can explain the empirical failure of mean-variance CAPM. 
To focus on the role of preference and distribution assumptions, we largely adhere to 
the remaining assumptions of the mean-variance CAPM: we use a single-period, 
portfolio-oriented, representative investor model. Of course, there are good reasons to 
doubt our maintained assumptions, and to believe that our results are affected by these 
assumptions in a non-trivial way. Still, we believe that our approach is useful, as we 
have to ‘walk before we can run’, and the analysis can form the starting point for 
further research based on more general assumptions (e.g., by considering 
heterogeneous preferences and beliefs or the multiperiod consumption- investment 
problem). 

The remainder of this study is structured as follows. Section I introduces the 
notation, definitions and assumptions that will be used throughout the text. Section II 
analyzes the statistical size and power properties of a test procedure that uses the 
asymptotic sampling distribution and a test procedure that uses the bootstrap. Section 
III empirically analyzes SSD efficiency of the value-weighted market portfolio. 
Finally, Section IV summarizes our conclusions and presents directions for further 
research.   
 
 

I. SSD efficiency 
We consider a single-period, portfolio-based model of investment that satisfies the 
following three assumptions: 

 
1. Investors are nonsatiable and risk averse and they select investment portfolios to 

maximize the expected utility associated with the return of their investment 
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portfolio. Throughout the text, we will denote utility functions by Pu →ℜ: , 
2Uu ∈ , with 2U  for the class of strictly increasing and concave, continuously 

differentiable, von Neumann-Morgenstern utility functions, and P  for a 
nonempty, closed, and convex subset of ℜ .4 

 
2. The investment universe consists of N assets, associated with returns Nℜ∈x . 

Throughout the text, we will use the index set { }1, , NΙ ≡ L  to denote the 
different assets. The returns are serially independent and identically distributed 
(IID) random variables with a continuous joint cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) : [0,1]NG ℜ → . Further, the returns have means µx =][E  and bounded 
variance-covariance matrix ∞<=−− Τ Ω]))([( µµ xxE . 

 
3. Investors may diversify between the assets, and we will use Nℜ∈λ  for a vector 

of portfolio weights. We consider the case where short sales are not allowed, and 
the portfolio weights belong to the portfolio possibilities set 

{ }1: =ℜ∈≡Λ Τ
+ λλ eN , with e for a unity vector with dimensions conforming to 

the rules of matrix algebra.5 
 
Under these assumptions, the investors’ optimization problem can be summarized as 

)()(max xx Gdu∫ Τ

Λ∈
λ

λ
. Post’s (2003) test statistic is based on the first-order condition 

for this problem. Specifically, a given portfolio Λ∈τ  is optimal for a given utility 
function 2Uu ∈  if and only if 
 
 I0)())(( ∈∀≥−∂∫ ΤΤ iGdxu i xxx ττ , (1) 

 
with )(xu∂  for a supergradient at x .6 This naturally leads to the following measure 
for SSD efficiency: 
 
 { }{ })())((maxmin),(

2

xxx GdxuG i
iUu ∫ ΤΤ

Ι∈∈
−∂≡ τττξ . (2) 

 
DEFINITION 1  Portfolio Λ∈τ  is SSD efficient if and only if it is optimal for at least 
some 2Uu ∈ , i.e., 0),( =Gτξ . 
 
To test the null of SSD efficiency, i.e., 0),(:0 =GH τξ , we need full information on 
the CDF )(xG . In practical applications, )(xG  generally is not known and 
information is limited to a discrete set of T  time series observations. We assume that 
observations are independent random draws from the CDF. Throughout the text, we 
will represent the observations by the matrix )( 1 Txx L≡Χ , with Τ≡ )( 1 Nttt xx Lx . 
Since the timing of the draws is inconsequential, we are free to label the observations 
by their ranking with respect to the evaluated portfolio, i.e., τττ ΤΤΤ <<< Txxx L21 . 
Using the observations, we can construct the empirical distribution function (EDF): 
 
 { }{ } TTtF t /:,,1card)( xxx ≤∈≡ LΧ , (3) 
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with {}⋅card  for the number of elements of a set. Since the observations are serially 
IID distributed, )(xΧF  is a consistent estimator for )(xG . This suggests that we can 
use ),( ΧFτξ  as a consistent estimator for ),( Gτξ . 
  For computing ),( ΧFτξ , Post (2003) derives the following linear 
programming formulation: 
 

 =),( ΧFτξ








Ι∈∀≥+−∑
=

Τ

Β∈
iTx it

T

t
tt 0/)(:min

1
,

θβθ
θ

τ
β

x , (4) 

 

with { }1: 21 =≥≥≥ℜ∈≡Β + T
T βββ Lβ . The optimal solution Β∈β , say *β , 

represents a supergradient vector T
T

* uu ))()(( *
1 ττ ΤΤ ∂∂ xx L  for the optimal utility 

function )(* τu . Β  represents the restrictions on the supergradient vector that follow 
from the assumptions of nonsatiation and risk aversion, as well as the (harmless) 
standardization 1)( =∂ ΤτTu x .7  

In our analysis, we will also use a test for mean-variance efficiency. Mean-
variance efficiency is equivalent to SSD efficiency with the additional restriction that 
the utility function takes a quadratic form, i.e., { }2

102 )(: xxxuUuQu ρρ +=∈≡∈ .8 
By analogy to (2), this leads to the following measure for mean-variance efficiency 
 
 { }{ })())((maxmin xxx dGxuG, i

iQu
τττ ΤΤ

Ι∈∈
−∂≡)( ∫ζ . (5) 

 
The null of mean-variance efficiency for portfolio Λ∈τ  can be stated as 

0=)( G,H τζ:2 . By analogy to (4), we may use the sample statistic 
 

 








Ι∈∀≥+−+=)( Τ

=

Τ

Ρ∈ ∑ iTxF, itt

T

t
t 0/)()2(:min

1
10),(, 10

θρρθζ
ρρθ

τττ xxX , (6) 

 
with { }01;2:),( 11010 ≤=+≡Ρ Τ ρρρρρ τTx , as a consistent estimator for )( G,τζ .9,10 
Like the SSD sample statistic (4), we can compute this statistic using straightforward 
linear programming. 

 
 

II. Statistical inference 

Since )(xΧF  is a consistent estimator for )(xG , ),( ΧFτξ  is a consistent estimator for 
),( Gτξ . However, ),( ΧFτξ  generally is very sensitive to sampling variation and the 

test results are likely to be affected by sampling error in a nontrivial way. The applied 
researcher must therefore have knowledge of the sampling distribution in order to 
make inferences about the true efficiency classification. Post (2003) derived the 
asymptotic sampling distribution of ),( ΧFτξ  under null that all assets have the same 
mean, i.e., ex µ=][:1 EH , ℜ∈µ . This null gives a sufficient condition for the true 
null of efficiency, i.e., 0),(:0 =GH τξ .11 
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THEOREM 1 (Post (2003)) The p-value ]),(Pr[ 1HyF >Χτξ , 0≥y , asymptotically 

equals the integral ))(1(),( ∫
≤

Φ−≡Γ
ez

z
y

dy ΣΣ , with )( ΣzΦ  for a N-dimensional 

multivariate normal distribution function with mean 0 and (singular) variance-
covariance matrix T/)()( ΤΤ −−≡ ee ττ ΙΩΙΣ . 
 
We may use this theorem by comparing the p-value for the observed value of 

),( ΧFτξ  with a predefined level of significance ]1,0[∈a ; we may reject efficiency if 
aF ≤Γ )),,(( ΣΧτξ .  Alternatively, we may reject efficiency if the observed value of 

),( ΧFτξ  is greater than or equal to the critical value ),(1 Σa−Γ  }),(:{inf
0

ayy
y

≤Γ≡
≥

Σ . 

Post demonstrates that a test procedure that uses this asymptotic sampling 
distribution involves reasonable power in real- life applications only for large data 
sets. Presumably, this reflects the fact that the theorem uses the least favorable 
distribution, which minimizes the statistical size at the cost of power. Further, 1H  
does not give a necessary condition for 0H , and hence the p-values and critical values 
under 1H  are likely to underestimate the true values under 0H . Consequently, a test 
procedure that uses the asymptotic sampling distribution under 0H  will involve even 
less power. Bootstrapping (see, e.g., Efron (1979) and Efron and Gong (1983)) is an 
alternative approach to sampling error. Since the bootstrap does not focus on the least 
favorable distribution, it potentially offers more power in small samples. In addition, 
the bootstrap can evaluate the true null of SSD efficiency rather than the null of equal 
means.  

In order to analyze the size and power properties of a test procedure that uses 
the bootstrap, we extend the simulation experiment of Post (2003, Section IIIC). The 
simulations involve 26 benchmark assets with a multivariate normal return 
distribution. The joint population moments are equal to the sample moments of the 
monthly excess returns of the one-month U.S. Treasury bill and the 25 Fama and 
French U.S. common stock portfolios formed on market capitalization (size) and 
book-to-market equity ratio (BE/ME), for the sample period from July 1963 to 
October 2001. To provide some feeling for the data, Figure 1 shows a mean-variance 
diagram including the individual assets (the clear dots), as well as the mean-variance 
frontier for the case without the riskless asset (AB) and the case with the riskless asset 
(OP1B). The figure also includes the tangency portfolio (P1) and the equal weighted 
average of all 25 risky assets (P2). The tangency portfolio is efficient and we may 
analyze the size of a test procedure by the relative frequency of cases in which this 
portfolio is wrongly classified as inefficient. By contrast, the equal weighted portfolio 
is inefficient; it is possible to achieve a substantially higher mean given the standard 
deviation, and to achieve a substantially lower standard deviation given the mean. 
Hence, we may analyze the power of a test procedure by its ability to correctly 
classify the equal weighted portfolio as inefficient. 
 

[Insert Figure 1 about here] 
 
We assess the size and power of the following two alternative test procedures: 
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A. A test procedure that uses the asymptotic sampling distribution under the null of 
equal means ( 1H ). Computing p-values )),,(( ΣΧFτξΓ  requires the unknown 

variance-covariance matrix Ω . We estimate its elements ijω , Ι∈ji, , in a 
distribution-free and consistent manner using the sample equivalents 

∑ ∑∑
= ==

−−≡
T

t

T

t
jtjt

T

t
ititij TTxxTxx

1 11

/)/)(/(ω̂ . We reject efficiency if and only if 

aF ≤Γ )ˆ),,(( ΣΧτξ , with T/)(ˆ)(ˆ ΤΤ −−≡ ee ττ ΙΩΙΣ .12 This procedure was used 
also in Post (2003), and the simulation results are taken directly from that study. 

 
B. A test procedure that uses the bootstrap. Key to the success of bootstrapping is 

the selection of an appropriate approximation for the CDF. If the approximation 
is statistically consistent, then the bootstrap distribution gives a statistically 
consistent estimator for the original sampling distribution. Under the assumption 
that the return distribution is serially IID (see Section I), the EDF )(xΧF  is a 
consistent estimator for the CDF )(xG . This suggests that bootstrap pseudo-
samples would be simply obtained by randomly sampling with replacement from 
the EDF. We generate 1,000 pseudo-samples Χ̂  in this way and compute the test 
statistic ),( Χ̂Fτξ  for each pseudo-sample. To correct for possible bias, we then 
compute the bootstrap bias-corrected estimators 

),(2),(2),(),( ˆˆˆ
*

ΧΧΧΧ FFFF ττττ ξξξξ +−≡ , with ),( Χ̂Fτξ  for the average 
value of ),( Χ̂Fτξ over the pseudo-samples.13 Finally, we compute the bootstrap p-
value as the relative frequency of pseudo-samples in which the evaluated 
portfolio is classified as efficient, i.e., 0),( ˆ

* =ΧFτξ . We reject efficiency if and 
only if the p-value is smaller than the desired level of significance (a). 

 
To assess the size and power of these procedures, we draw 1,000 random samples 
from the multivariate normal population distribution through Monte-Carlo simulation. 
For each random sample, we apply each of above two test procedures to the efficient 
tangency portfolio (P1) and the inefficient equal weighted portfolio (P2). For each 
procedure, we compute the size as the rejection rate for P1 and the power as the 
rejection rate for P2. This experiment is performed for a sample size (T) of 25 to 
4,000 observations and for a significance level (a) of 2.5, 5, and 10 percent. 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the size and power of the three test procedures. 
Again, ),( ΧFτξ converges to ),( Gτξ , and we expect minimal Type I and Type II 
error in large samples. Indeed, for both procedures the size goes to zero and the power 
goes to unity as we increase the sample size. However, in small samples, the two 
procedures yield very different results. For the asymptotic test procedure (Procedure 
A), the size is much lower than the nominal significance level. Again, this presumably 
reflects the conservative nature of tests that are based on the least favorable 
distribution. By contrast, the size of the bootstrap procedure (Procedure B) in small 
samples is more comparable with the nominal level of significance (a). For the  
asymptotic sampling distribution, minimizing Type I errors comes at the cost of Type 
II errors, and we need large samples to obtain reasonable power. For example, using a 
ten percent significance level, Procedure A achieves a power of about 60 percent for 
samples of about 500 observations. By contrast, the bootstrap involves substantially 
more power. For example, using the ten percent significance level, Procedure B yields 
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a 60 percent rejection rate already for samples of 25 observations. Of course, this 
benefit has to be balanced against the additional computational burden associated with 
bootstrapping. However, this is not a major issue given the powerful computer 
hardware and software currently available. 

 
[Insert Figure 2 and 3 about here] 

 
 

III. Efficiency of the market portfolio 
We analyze if the Fama and French market portfolio is SSD efficient. This market 
portfolio is the value-weighted average of all non-financial common stocks listed on 
NYSE, AMEX, and Nasdaq, and covered by CRSP and COMPUSTAT. We use two 
sets of benchmark portfolios. The first set includes the 25 Fama and French 
benchmark portfolios formed on size and BE/ME and the one-month U.S. Treasury 
bill (used also in the simulations in Section II). The second set consists of the 30 
Fama and French benchmark portfolios formed on industry classification and the one-
month U.S. Treasury bill. As discussed in the introduction, this benchmark set is less 
susceptible to data-snooping issues than the size and BE/ME portfolios. We use 
monthly excess returns for the period from July 1963 to December 2002.14 Tables I 
and II give descriptive statistics for the full sample period for the market portfolio and 
both sets of benchmark portfolios.  
 

[Insert Table I and II about here] 
 
 As discussed in the introduction, there exists strong evidence that the return 
distribution varies through time. For example, there is substantial cyclical variation in 
popular proxies for the market risk premium, like the credit spread (used in, e.g., 
Jagannathan and Wang (1996)). We are skeptical about the possibility of developing a 
conditional test for SSD efficiency that links the ex ante return distribution to the 
investors’ (time-varying) information set. There are already large problems 
for conditional tests for mean-variance efficiency. First, the appropriate set of 
conditioning variables and the appropriate functional form of the relationship between 
these variables and the ex ante return distribution generally do not follow from 
economic theory. This introduces a serious risk of misleading data mining results. 
Second, there is no guarantee that the relationship between the ex ante distribution 
and the conditioning variables is sufficiently stable through time to lead to an 
improvement over unconditional models. These problems are even greater for a test 
for SSD efficiency, which involves all return moments rather than mean and variance 
only (the ‘curse of dimensionality’). We therefore take another approach to time-
variation. Specifically, we use a rolling window analysis that applies the SSD test to a 
series of short subsamples. Obviously, selecting the appropriate window size involves 
a difficult trade-off between the number of observations and the comparability of the 
observations in the subsamples. In this study, we use a window size of 60 months, 90 
months and 120 months. More precisely, we consider all 415 subsamples of 60 
months, beginning with July 1963 to June 1968 and ending with January 1998 to 
December 2002, all 385 subsamples of 90 months, beginning with July 1963 to 
December 1970 and ending with July 1995 to December 2002, and all 355 periods of 
120 months, beginning with July 1963 to June 1973 and ending with January 1993 to 
December 2002. We think that the return distribution is much more stable within 
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these subsamples than in the full sample. To illustrate this point, Figure 4 shows the 
full sample variance and the within-subsample variance of the US credit spread. 
Interestingly, the within-subsample variance is substantially smaller than the full 
sample variance. For example, for 60-month subsamples, the median within-sample 
variance is only 22 percent of the full sample variance. This suggests that the most 
important variations in the return distribution occur between the subsamples rather 
than within the subsamples, and that observations from the same subsample generally 
obey approximately the same distribution. Still, there is substantial variation in the 
subsample variance across different periods. The subsample variance is especially low 
during the late 1960s, the late 1980s and the 1990s. By contrast, the subsample 
variance is substantially higher during the 1970s and the early 1980s. 
 

[Insert Figure 4 about here] 
 
Of course, the benefit of comparable observations comes at the cost of additional 
sampling error for small subsamples. Given the low power of the asymptotic test 
procedure in small samples, we therefore use the bootstrap procedure discussed in 
Section II. The simulation experiment in that section suggests that this procedure 
involves acceptable statistical size and power properties even for samples of 60 to 120 
observations. For each subsample, we test if the market portfolio is significantly SSD 
efficient. For the sake of comparison, we also test for mean-variance efficiency, using 
test statistic (6). To compute p-values for this test statistic, we use the same bootstrap 
procedure as for the SSD sample statistic.  

For the size and BE/ME portfolios, Figure 5 shows the p-values for the mean-
variance efficiency test. Overall, the evidence against mean-variance efficiency is 
strong. In 73 percent of the 60-month subsamples, 69 percent of the 90-month 
subsamples, and 85 percent of the 120-month subsamples, the market is classified as 
inefficient with at least 90 percent confidence. However, the evidence against 
efficiency differs strongly across different time periods. The evidence is 
overwhelming during the 1970s and the 1980s. By contrast, we cannot reject 
efficiency for the late 1960s. Still, the evidence against efficiency during this period 
increases for 90-month subsamples and it is strong for 120-month subsamples. The 
mean-variance test also does not reject efficiency during 1990s. During this period, 
the evidence against efficiency remains weak also for subsamples of 90 months and 
120 months. This  result confirms Schwert’s (2002) finding that the size effect and 
BE/ME effect seem to have disappeared after the papers that highlighted them were 
published. Schwert raises the possibility that the anomalies never existed but rather 
reflect sample selection bias, as well as the possibility that the market became 
efficient due to the activities of practitioners who implemented the strategies implied 
by the academic papers. Our analysis raises a third possibility. Specifically, the 
market may be conditionally efficient for the full sample, but it may appear 
unconditionally efficient only during the subperiods with low variability for the return 
distribution. In this respect, the p-values in Figure 5 closely match the variability of 
the credit spread in Figure 4; we generally cannot reject efficiency if the subsample 
variance of the credit spread is low, and we can reject efficiency if the subsample 
variance is high.  

Figure 6 shows the p-values for the SSD efficiency test. As expected, these p-
values generally exceed the p-values for the mean-variance test and the evidence 
against efficiency is weaker; after all, mean-variance efficiency implies SSD 
efficiency. 15 Still, the SSD results are remarkably similar to the mean-variance results. 
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Again, the evidence aga inst efficiency is strongest during the period from the early 
1970s to the late 1980s. Also, for the late 1960s, the evidence against efficiency is 
weak for subsamples of 60 months, but the evidence increases for 90-month 
subsamples and it becomes very strong for 120-month subsamples. Further, we again 
cannot reject efficiency for the late 1990s, even for subsamples of 120 months. Brief, 
during the 1970s and 1980s, the market portfolio generally seems SSD inefficient, and 
no rational, nonsatiable and risk averse investor would hold this portfolio. Since the 
SSD criterion effectively considers the entire return distribution (rather than mean and 
variance only), this suggests that the size and BE/ME effects cannot be explained by 
omitted higher order central moments and partial lower partial moments.  

 
[Insert Figure 5 and 6 about here]  

 
Figure 7 and Figure 8 display the results for the industry portfolios. The results 

differ somewhat from the results for the size and BE/ME portfolios. Most notably, for 
60-month subsamples, the evidence against efficiency during the late 1960s is 
substantially stronger, while the evidence during the late 1970s and early 1980s is 
substantially weaker. Also, for 120-month subsamples, the evidence against efficiency 
during the late 1960s and early 1970s is substantially weaker. Still, the results are 
similar to the results for the size and BE/ME portfolios in two important respects. 
First, for the 90-month and 120-month subsamples, the market portfolio seems 
significantly inefficient for the period from the mid-1970s to the late 1980s. Also, the 
market portfolio seems efficient during the 1990s. Second, while the efficiency 
classifications sometimes differ across the two sets of benchmark portfolios, the 
outcomes are remarkably robust across the two efficiency criteria; the SSD results 
again very closely match the mean-variance results. Again, this suggests that mean-
variance inefficiency of the market portfolio cannot be explained by omitted return 
moments. 

 
[Insert Figure 7 and 8 about here]  

 
Our results do not solve the puzzle of mean-variance inefficiency; the results 

merely suggest that one possible explanation, the omission of return moments, is 
unlikely to solve this puzzle. Several alternative explanations remain to be explored 
(see, e.g., the concluding remarks 3, 4 and 5 below).  

 

VI. Conclusions 

1. This study provides the first rigorous analysis of the efficiency of the value-
weighted market portfolio using the SSD efficiency criterion rather than the 
traditional mean-variance criterion. During the period from the mid-1970s to the 
late 1980s, the market portfolio is significantly mean-variance inefficient relative 
to benchmark portfolios formed on size, BE/ME and industry. During this period, 
the market portfolio generally also is significantly SSD inefficient. Since SSD 
effectively considers the entire return distribution, this suggests that the mean-
variance inefficiency during these periods cannot be explained by the omission of 
higher order central moments and partial lower partial moments.  

 
2. Our findings contrast with existing empirical results for models that account for 

omitted return moments. For example, several studies report superior 
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performance for the three-moment CAPM relative to the mean-variance CAPM. 
These contrasting results may reflect the failure of these studies to appropriately 
impose the conditions of nonsatiation and risk aversion. There are compelling 
economic arguments in favor of these conditions, and in addition risk aversion is 
needed to test efficiency by means of the first-order condition (an exact linear 
relationship between assets’ co-moments). Still, the studies typically fail to 
impose these conditions, and hence they may overstate the explanatory power of 
omitted moments. For example, Post, Levy and Van Vliet (2003) show that the 
results of the three-moment CAPM studies typically imply an inverse S-shaped 
utility function with risk seeking for gains, and that the market portfolio is far 
from efficient, even though there is a strong linear relationship between mean,  
co-variance and co-skewness. Another complication arises from the criterion used 
to determine if omitted moments are relevant. Sometimes, a significant reduction 
in the violations of the first-order condition (or ‘pricing errors’) is presented as 
evidence that return moments are ‘priced’. However, the first-order condition is 
an ‘all-or-nothing’ concept and the relevant criterion is if the market portfolio is 
efficient, or, equivalently, if the violations are significantly different from zero. 
As demonstrated by Roll and Ross (1994) in the context of the mean-variance 
CAPM, small deviations from efficiency can involve large pricing errors, and, 
similarly, large deviations from efficiency can involve small pricing errors. 
Hence, we cannot conclude that moments are priced from a significant reduction 
of the pricing errors, unless the pricing errors are reduced to values that are not 
significantly different from zero. 

 
3. The inefficiency classifications closely match the variability of the return 

distribution, as measured by the variance of the credit spread. Specifically, we 
generally cannot reject efficiency if the variability is low, and we generally can 
reject efficiency if the variability high. This may be interpreted as evidence in 
favor of conditional efficiency of the market portfolio and the use of the credit 
spread as an ex ante proxy for the return distribution, as in Jagannathan and 
Wang (1996). Still, further research is needed, e.g., using additional conditioning 
variables, before we can draw firm conclusions. We remain skeptical about 
developing a full- fledged conditional test for SSD efficiency (see Section III). 
Rather, we have better hopes for applying the current unconditional test to 
subsamples of observations that can be assumed to obey approximately the same 
return distribution, e.g., because they belong to the same stage of the business 
cycle. 

 
4. Contrary to the predictions of representative investor models, many investors 

(both individual and institutional) actually hold highly undiversified portfolios 
(see, e.g., Levy (1978)). Perhaps we have to move from models with a 
representative investor to models with heterogeneous investors who hold 
different, possibly highly undiversified portfolios, in order to solve the puzzle of 
why the market portfolio seems inefficient. Dybvig and Ross (1982) demonstrate 
that the SSD efficient set generally is not convex, and hence, there is no 
guarantee that the market portfolio is SSD efficient if different investors hold 
different portfolios of risky assets. Consequently, a test for SSD efficiency of the 
market portfolio generally is not relevant in the context of a model with 
heterogeneous investors. Rather, we need a test for SSD spanning that tests if all 
assets are included in some SSD efficient portfolio (not necessarily with a weight 
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that equals the relative market capitalization). Compared with the existing tests 
for mean-variance spanning (see, e.g., Huberman and Kandel (1987)), such a test 
would account for the full return distribution rather than its first two central 
moments only. Still, there is a revealed preference argument to expect that the 
market portfolio is efficient even if we allow for heterogeneous investors. 
Specifically, passive mutual funds and exchange-traded funds that track broad 
value-weighted equity indexes became an important investment vehicle during 
the 1990s. In other words, many actual investors reveal a preference for market 
indexes, and it is difficult to rationalize their portfolio choice if we assume that 
these indexes are inefficient. Of course, we could directly analyze the efficiency 
of actual funds rather than the Fama and French market portfolio. Still, many 
actual funds, including total market index funds based on the very broad Wilshire 
5000 index (e.g., the Vanguard Total Stock Market Index Fund) are likely to be 
very highly correlated with the market portfolio. Hence, the popularity of index 
funds and exchange-traded funds suggests that the market portfolio is efficient 
during the 1990s. Interestingly, during this period, the evidence against mean-
variance efficiency and SSD efficiency is indeed very weak. 

 
5. Our SSD test builds on a single-period model where investors wish to hedge 

against reductions in the end-of-period value of their investment portfolio. 
Perhaps we have to move to intertemporal models where long-term investors also 
wish to hedge against deteriorations of the investment opportunity set for future 
periods (see, e.g., Merton (1973) and Campbell (1993)) in order to understand 
why the market portfolio seems inefficient in single-period models. The existing 
intertemporal models predominantly rely on mean-variance analysis, and hence 
they inherit the possible omission of return moments and the difficulties in 
imposing the conditions of nonsatiation and risk aversion (see point 6 below). In 
this respect, it seems interesting to develop an SD-type test that allows for testing 
intertemporal efficiency in a nonparametric fashion. Of course, to avoid the 
‘curse of dimensionality’, developing such a test will require at least some prior 
structure on investor preferences and the return distribution.  

 
6. Our analysis does not show marked differences between the mean-variance 

efficiency test and the SSD efficiency test. In our opinion, it would be a mistake 
to interpret this as an argument for using mean-variance tests rather than SSD 
tests. First, omitted risk moments may be important for studies that evaluate other 
portfolios and/or use other benchmark assets and/or sample periods. In such 
cases, the SSD criterion circumvents the possible specification error associated 
with the mean-variance criterion. Second, the SSD test imposes the economically 
meaningful conditions of non-satiation and risk aversion, while the existing 
mean-variance tests typically fail to impose these assumptions. For example, the 
Gibbons, Ross and Shanken (GRS; 1989) test checks if there exists an exact 
linear relationship between mean and market co-variance, or, alternatively, if the 
market portfolio maximizes the absolute value for the  Sharpe ratio. This test 
gives only a necessary condition for mean-variance efficiency and it may fail to 
detect inefficiency, because the market risk premium is allowed to be so high that 
the implied utility function becomes decreasing for a range (a violation of 
nonsatiation) and the market risk premium is allowed to be negative (a violation 
of risk aversion). This problem is even greater for conditional tests of mean-
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variance efficiency, as we then have to guarantee that the market risk premium is 
‘well-behaved’ for all possible realizations of the conditioning variables. 
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Table I 

Descriptive Statistics Size and BE/ME Portfolios 
Monthly excess returns (month-end to month-end) from July 1963 to December 2002 (474 months) for 
the value-weighted Fama and French market portfolio and 25 value-weighted benchmark portfolios 
based on market capitalization (size) and/or book-to-market equity ratio (BE/ME). Excess returns are 
computed from the raw return observations by subtracting the return on the one-month US Treasury 
bill. All data are obtained from the data library on the homepage of Kenneth French. 

 Mean St. Dev. Skewness Kurtosis  Minimum Maximum 
Market Portfolio 0.410 4.509 -0.485 1.964 -23.09 16.05 

Benchmark Portfolios 
BE/ME Size       
Growth Small 0.135 8.292 0.007 2.284 -34.35 38.83 

2 Small 0.703 7.103 0.023 3.168 -31.31 36.73 
3 Small 0.784 6.127 -0.093 3.141 -29.01 27.72 
4 Small 0.995 5.695 -0.141 3.548 -29.19 27.58 

Value Small 1.070 5.967 -0.113 3.950 -29.51 31.92 
Growth 2 0.305 7.575 -0.287 1.479 -33.32 29.94 

2 2 0.567 6.124 -0.487 2.631 -32.37 26.07 
3 2 0.830 5.421 -0.521 3.630 -28.27 26.61 
4 2 0.892 5.183 -0.411 3.751 -27.05 26.57 

Value 2 0.926 5.771 -0.294 4.042 -29.78 29.1 
Growth 3 0.334 6.916 -0.310 1.250 -30.03 23.24 

2 3 0.646 5.516 -0.618 2.954 -29.49 23.7 
3 3 0.659 4.989 -0.619 2.877 -25.54 21.64 
4 3 0.792 4.739 -0.357 2.912 -23.04 22.75 

Value 3 0.937 5.385 -0.449 3.999 -27.76 27.06 
Growth 4 0.459 6.170 -0.170 1.516 -26.02 25.01 

2 4 0.435 5.211 -0.558 3.105 -29.45 20.17 
3 4 0.635 4.904 -0.428 3.129 -26.13 23.02 
4 4 0.758 4.693 -0.061 2.211 -18.19 24.29 

Value 4 0.850 5.422 -0.242 2.663 -24.59 26.2 
Growth Big 0.386 4.890 -0.171 1.516 -22.23 21.63 

2 Big 0.415 4.607 -0.346 1.796 -23.14 16.05 
3 Big 0.455 4.386 -0.270 2.415 -22.46 18.11 
4 Big 0.559 4.315 0.031 1.480 -15.51 18.94 

Value Big 0.523 4.803 -0.179 0.851 -19.23 15.39 
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Table II 

Descriptive Statistics Industry Portfolios 

Monthly excess returns (month-end to month-end) from July 1963 to December 2002 (474 months) for 
the value-weighted Fama and French market portfolio and 30 value-weighted benchmark portfolios 
based on industry classification. Excess returns are computed from the raw return observations by 
subtracting the return on the one-month US Treasury bill. All data are obtained from the data library on 
the homepage of Kenneth French. 

 
 Mean St. Dev. Skewness Kurtosis  Minimum Maximum 

Market Portfolio 0.410 4.509 -0.485 1.964 -23.09 16.05 
Benchmark Portfolios 

Industry       
Food 0.656 4.662 -0.078 2.178 -18.06 19.77 
Beer 0.628 5.273 0.096 2.053 -18.74 25.18 

Smoke 0.941 6.162 -0.106 2.092 -21.66 28.19 
Games 0.600 7.216 -0.288 1.795 -33.02 30.36 
Books 0.634 5.580 -0.261 1.508 -26.4 22.68 
Hshld 0.522 4.936 -0.246 1.461 -22.25 16.8 
Clths 0.401 6.617 -0.069 2.797 -32.14 31.84 
Hlth 0.663 5.168 0.085 2.416 -20.9 29.07 

Chems  0.391 5.311 -0.078 2.477 -28.6 20.76 
Txtls  0.409 6.208 -0.534 2.731 -33.22 22.38 
Cnstr 0.451 5.710 -0.222 2.392 -28.83 24.48 
Steel 0.203 6.380 -0.105 2.177 -31.76 25.91 
FabPr 0.380 5.967 -0.376 2.197 -31.96 21.77 
ElcEq 0.543 6.697 0.371 3.559 -32.69 37.57 
Autos 0.336 6.099 -0.173 1.689 -28.7 22.15 
Carry 0.642 6.539 -0.259 1.449 -31.05 23.44 
Mines 0.377 6.944 -0.204 1.306 -32.92 20.53 
Coal 0.486 7.867 0.489 3.203 -30.74 45.92 
Oil 0.517 5.237 0.090 1.660 -19.31 23.41 
Util 0.277 4.120 0.146 1.114 -12.95 18.36 

Telcm 0.357 4.975 -0.118 1.994 -19.19 21.63 
Servs 0.607 7.226 -0.112 1.028 -28.61 25.64 
BusEq 0.456 6.879 -0.229 1.404 -28.55 20.48 
Paper 0.438 5.181 -0.078 2.628 -27.67 21.53 
Trans 0.409 6.123 -0.262 1.230 -28.4 18.66 
Whlsl 0.617 5.953 -0.373 2.362 -31.59 17.32 
Rtail 0.595 5.715 -0.159 2.133 -29.59 26.53 

Meals  0.655 6.684 -0.487 2.248 -32.1 28.1 
Fin 0.549 5.116 -0.200 1.384 -20.77 20.18 

Other 0.347 5.901 -0.352 1.303 -27.93 19.66 
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Figure 1. Mean-variance diagram 25 benchmark assets. Diagram for the mean excess 
returns and standard deviations of the 25 risky assets (the clear dots), as well as the 
efficient tangency portfolio (P1) and the inefficient equally weighted test portfolio (P2). 
The 25 assets obey a multivariate normal return distribution with joint population 
moments equal to the sample moments of the monthly excess returns of the 25 Fama and 
French benchmark portfolios. The curve AB represents the efficient frontier of risky 
assets without short selling. If we include the riskless asset, then OP1B represents the 
efficient frontier. 
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Figure 2. Size of competing test procedures. The figure shows the statistical size of the 
two competing test procedures. The dotted line shows the results for the procedure that 
uses the asymptotic sampling distribution under 

1H  (Procedure A). The solid line shows 
the results for the bootstrap procedure (Procedure B).  The figure displays the size for a 
sample size (T) of 25 to 4,000 and for a significance level (a) of 2.5, 5, and 10 percent. 
The results are based on 1,000 random samples from a multivariate normal distribution 
with joint moments equal to the sample moments of the monthly excess returns of the 25 
Fama and French benchmark portfolios and the U.S. Treasury bill. Size is measured as 
the relative frequency of random samples in which the efficient tangency portfolio (P1) is 
wrongly classified as inefficient. 
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Figure 3. Power of competing test procedures. The figure shows the statistical power 
of the two competing test procedures. The dotted line shows the results for the procedure 
that uses the asymptotic sampling distribution under 

1H  (Procedure A). The solid line 
shows the results for the bootstrap procedure (Procedure B). The figure displays the 
power for a sample size (T) of 25 to 4,000 and for a significance level (a) of 2.5, 5, and 
10 percent. The results are based on 1,000 random samples from a multivariate normal 
distribution with joint moments equal to the sample moments of the monthly excess 
returns of the 25 Fama and French benchmark portfolios and the U.S. Treasury bill. 
Power is measured as the relative frequency of random samples in which the inefficient 
equally weighted portfolio (P2) is correctly classified as inefficient. 
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Figure 4. Sample variation in the credit spread.  The figure shows the sample variance 
of the US default premium for subsamples (the heavy line) as well as the full sample 
from July 1963 to December 2002 (the thin line). Results are shown for all 415 
subsamples of 60 months (beginning with Jul 1963-Jun 1968 and ending with Jan 1998-
Dec 2002), 385 subsamples of 90 months (beginning with Jul 1963-Dec 1970 and ending 
with Jul 1995-Dec 2002), and 355 subsamples of 120 months (beginning with Jul 1963-
Jun 1973 and ending with Jan 1993-Dec 2002). The credit spread is computed as the 
difference between the monthly Moody’s Seasoned Aaa Corporate Bond Yield and the 
Moody’s Seasoned Baa Corporate Bond Yield. Data are taken from the FRED data 
library of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis: http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred/.  
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Figure 5. Bootstrap p-values for mean-variance efficiency relative to size and 
BE/ME portfolios. The figure shows the bootstrap p-values for the null hypothesis of 
mean-variance efficiency for the Fama and French market portfolio relative to the 25 
Fama and French benchmark portfolios formed on size and BE/ME and the one-month 
T-bill. Results are shown for all 415 subsamples of 60 months (beginning with Jul 1963-
Jun 1968 and ending with Jan 1998-Dec 2002), 385 subsamples of 90 months (beginning 
with Jul 1963-Dec 1970 and ending with Jul 1995-Dec 2002), and 355 subsamples of 
120 months (beginning with Jul 1963-Jun 1973 and ending with Jan 1993-Dec 2002). 
The p-values are computed using 1,000 pseudo-samples for each subsample, and after 
correcting for possible bias in the test statistic. The p-values for the individual month are 
represented by the dots. The figure also displays the 12-month moving average (the 
heavy line) and the significance level of ten percent (the thin line). 
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Figure 6. Bootstrap p -values for SSD efficiency relative to size and BE/ME 
portfolios. The figure shows the bootstrap p-values for the null hypothesis of SSD 
efficiency for the Fama and French market portfolio relative to the 25 Fama and French 
benchmark portfolios formed on size and BE/ME and the one-month T-bill. Results are 
shown for all 415 subsamples of 60 months (beginning with Jul 1963-Jun 1968 and 
ending with Jan 1998-Dec 2002), 385 subsamples of 90 months (beginning with Jul 
1963-Dec 1970 and ending with Jul 1995-Dec 2002), and 355 subsamples of 120 months 
(beginning with Jul 1963-Jun 1973 and ending with Jan 1993-Dec 2002). The p-values 
are computed using 1,000 pseudo-samples for each subsample, and after correcting for 
possible bias in the test statistic. The p-values for the individual month are represented by 
the dots. The figure also displays the 12-month moving average (the heavy line) and the 
significance level of ten percent (the thin line). 
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Figure 7. Bootstrap p-values for mean-variance efficiency relative to industry 
portfolios. The figure shows the bootstrap p-values for the null hypothesis of mean-
variance efficiency for the Fama and French market portfolio relative to the 30 Fama and 
French benchmark portfolios formed on industry classification and the one-month T-bill. 
Results are shown for all 415 subsamples of 60 months (beginning with Jul 1963-Jun 
1968 and ending with Jan 1998-Dec 2002), 385 subsamples of 90 months (beginning 
with Jul 1963-Dec 1970 and ending with Jul 1995-Dec 2002), and 355 subsamples of 
120 months (beginning with Jul 1963-Jun 1973 and ending with Jan 1993-Dec 2002). 
The p-values are computed using 1,000 pseudo-samples for each subsample, and after 
correcting for possible bias in the test statistic. The p-values for the individual month are 
represented by the dots. The figure also displays the 12-month moving average (the 
heavy line) and the significance level of ten percent (the thin line). 
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Figure 8. Bootstrap p-values for SSD efficiency relative to industry portfolios. The 
figure shows the bootstrap p-values for the null hypothesis of SSD efficiency for the 
Fama and French market portfolio relative to the 30 Fama and French benchmark 
portfolios formed on industry classification and the one-month T-bill. Results are shown 
for all 415 subsamples of 60 months (beginning with Jul 1963-Jun 1968 and ending with 
Jan 1998-Dec 2002), 385 subsamples of 90 months (beginning with Jul 1963-Dec 1970 
and ending with Jul 1995-Dec 2002), and 355 subsamples of 120 months (beginning with 
Jul 1963-Jun 1973 and ending with Jan 1993-Dec 2002). The p-values are computed 
using 1,000 pseudo-samples for each subsample, and after correcting for possible bias in 
the test statistic. The p-values for the individual month are represented by the dots. The 
figure also displays the 12-month moving average (the heavy line) and the significance 
level of ten percent (the thin line). 
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 Footnotes 
                                                                 
1 Less restrictive assumptions are obtained if we do restrict the shape of the return distribution; see, 
e.g., Berk (1997). 
2 The use of a representative investor is typically motivated by assuming that the market is complete, 
or, alternatively, that the preferences and beliefs of the actual investors are ‘sufficiently similar’ (see, 
e.g., Rubinstein (1974)).  
3 The higher-order central moments become relevant if we add higher-order polynomial terms to the 
investor’s utility function. Similarly, lower partial moments become relevant if the utility function is 
not continuously differentiable but rather exhibits kinks, e.g., because the investor uses target rates of 
return. See, e.g., Bawa (1975), Bawa and Lindenberg (1977) and Harlow and Rao (1989) for a detailed 
discussion of lower partial moments in asset pricing. 
4 Throughout the text, we will use Nℜ  for an N-dimensional Euclidean space, and N

+ℜ denotes the positive 

orthant. Further, to distinguish between vectors and scalars, we use a bold font for vectors and a regular 
font for scalars. Finally, all vectors are column vectors and we use Τx  for the transpose of x . 
5 The simplex Λ  excludes short sales. Short selling typically is difficult to implement in practice due to 
margin requirements and explicit or implicit restrictions on short selling for institutional investors (see, 
e.g., Sharpe (1991) and Wang (1998)). Still, we may generalize our analysis to include (bounded) short 
selling. The SSD test is based on the first-order optimality conditions for optimizing a concave 
objective function over a convex set. The analysis can be extended to a general polyhedral portfolio 
possibilities set. We basically have to check whether there exists an increasing hyperplane that supports 
the extreme points of the portfolio possibilities set. One approach is to enumerate all extreme points 
and to include all extreme points as virtual assets. 
6 We use supergradients rather than gradients, because the SSD criterion does not assume that utility is 
continuously differentiable and it allows for kinked utility functions. In fact, this is why the SSD 
creterion is consistent with lower partial moments, which become relevant if the utility function is 
kinked. 
7 Since utility functions are unique up to a positive linear transformation, this standardization does not 
affect the results. 
8 This is the Hanoch and Levy (1970) definition of mean-variance efficiency, which guarantees that the 
mean-variance efficient set is a proper subset of the SSD efficient set. 
9 We basically substitute )2( 10 τΤ+= tt xρρβ  in (4); mean-variance analysis assumes that marginal 

utility is a linear function. The restriction Ρ∈),( 10 ρρ  suffices to guarantee Β∈β . 
10 We use this test rather than, e.g., the conventional Gibbons, Ross and Shanken (GRS; 1989) test for 
mean-variance efficiency. The GRS test gives only a necessary condition for mean-variance efficiency 
(see remark 5 in the Conclusions). By contrast, our test gives a necessary and sufficient condition.  
11 Under the null, all portfolios Λ∈λ  are efficient, because they maximize the expected value of the 
utility function xxu =)( , i.e., the risk neutral investor is indifferent between portfolios with equal 
means 
12 We approximate )ˆ),,(( ΣΧFτξΓ , using Monte-Carlo simulation. Specifically, we generate 1,000 
independent standard normal random vectors 1−ℜ∈ N

sw , }000,10,,1{ L∈s , using the RNDN function in 

Aptech Systems’ GAUSS software. Next, each random vector 
sw  is transformed into a multivariate 

normal vector Nz ℜ∈s
 with variance-covariance matrix Σ̂ , using 

ss wez D̂)( Τ−= τΙ , with NN ×ℜ∈D̂  

for a lower triangular Cholesky factor of Ω̂ , so Τ= DD ˆˆΩ̂ . Finally, )ˆ),,(( ΣΧFτξΓ  is approximated by 

the relative frequency of the transformed vectors 
sz , }000,10,,1{ L∈s , that fall outside the integration 

region { }ezz N y≤ℜ∈ : .  
13 In this way, the estimators ),( ˆ

*
ΧFτξ are centered at ),(),(2 Χ̂Χ FF ττ ξξ − , which is the bias -corrected 

value for the original estimator ),( ΧFτξ . The raw bootstrap distribution of the SSD test statistic 
generally involves positive bias, and not correcting for bias lowers the bootstrap p-values and hence 
increases size and power. 
14 The data set starts in 1963 because the COMPUSTAT data used to construct the benchmark 
portfolios are biased towards big historically successful firms for the earlier years (see Fama and 
French (1992)). 
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15 By construction, ),(),( ˆˆ ΧΧ FF ττ ξζ ≥ . Hence, ),(),( ˆ

*
ˆ

*
ΧΧ FF ττ ξζ <  occurs only if the bootstrap 

procedure yields a higher estimate for the bias in the mean-variance test statistic than for the bias in the 
SSD statistic, i.e., >− )),(),(( ˆ ΧΧ FF ττ ζζ )),(),(( ˆ ΧΧ FF ττ ξξ − . 
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